
Plant Process
Computer Systems
Site-optimised plant process computer systems for monitoring 
and control.
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Monitoring and control based on proven standards

For more than 30 years, NIS has been planning and supplying manufacturer independent and 
site-optimised plant process computer systems for monitoring and control purposes based on 
standards that have been proven within the industry. The continuous utilisation of industrial
standard components throughout all levels (visualisation, data processing and data acquisition 
levels) reduces investments costs and ensures the supply of replacement parts.
The systems are designed in such a manner that they can be used in both single-channel and 
redundant systems for highly available solutions. In doing so, redundancy is continuously 
supported on all levels, including networks from signal acquisition to data processing, right 
through to visualisation.
The system layout in three levels also allows NIS plant process computer systems to be ideally 
integrated into existing plants and structures. Numerous standards such as COM, .NET, OLEDB, 
W3C Web Service, XML, SVG and OPC are supported. They permit the systems to be extended 
with additional functions by the customer as well as permitting data evaluation with standard 
programs such as Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Access. The systems can be utilised in 
heterogeneous system environments without any further processes being required. Platforms 
such as Microsoft Windows, HP-UX, Linux and Open-VMS are supported.

Within a power plant, the plant process computer system can definitely be considered to be the 
heart of the plant monitoring system. All of the process signals required for the operation of the 
plant run on this system. Signals from diverse control units can be linked to one another and 
evaluated so that all of the required information from diverse systems can be displayed to the plant 
operator. The plant process computer system primarily serves to provide visual information 
regarding the plant status in the form of alarm and plant displays and to evaluate measured values 
and notifications from the archive. When exchanging the plant process computer system, it is 
common to find a heterogeneous environment including multiple subsystems that have been 
previously working independently of each other. 
This is especially the case in older power plants. By integrating these subsystems into a new plant 
process computer system, it is possible to realise substantial savings and to continue benefiting 
from investments that have previously been made. The prerequisite for this is a plant process 
computer system that is designed as an open system and has a variety of interfaces that are either 
preconfigured or simple to customise.

Image 1: Overview of a plant process computer
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Signal acquisition level

For signal acquisition and output, NIS used systems such as those manufactured by Mauell and RTP. 
Depending upon the task at hand, NIS is therefore able to utilise the system that best complies with 
the set requirements. 
Furthermore, NIS also has comprehensive experience with integrating systems from other 
manufacturers such as Siemens (Teleperm, PCS7), GE (Numac) and ABB.

Image 2: Signal acquisition with the RTP System
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Processing level

The processing level is the heart of the plant
process computer system. For this level, NIS
employs the RTAPLS process control system,
which is distinguished by the following
characteristics:
• Redundant servers and networks for high 

availability > 99.9 %
• High signal throughput with 40,000 signal 

changes per second at continuous load
• Processing and evaluation of up to 200,000 

process variables
• Openness as a result of many available 

standard interfaces such as
− OPC
− OleDB
− as well as the NIS manufactured 

SNS‐Skeleton that is easily customise and 
serve to reproduce existing data links

In particular, it is the consistent design of
RTAPLS as an open system that enables the
integration of the plant process computer
systems into the existing system environments
in short periods of time.

Interfaces to many diverse systems have been 
implemented, for example:

• Reactor core monitoring systems
• Teleperm XP-based systems
• Reactor protection systems
• Digital loggers, ventilation controllers and 

radwaste systems
• Stability and vibration monitoring systems, 

IBFS operation management systems
• Power plant remote monitoring
• Existing process visualisations

Image 3 : Design of the process control software
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Data processing is configured via a high performance configurator. Changes to the configuration
take place parallel to and without repercussions to the operational system and can be loaded 
without interruption at the operational system. The configuration also ensures the traceability of 
the configurations.

The process data can be saved over a long period of time in the Historian. Here, up to 2,000,000 
parallel read accesses are available per second. In order to reduce the required disk storage,
a high performance, configurable data compression mechanism is available for analogue data. This 
mechanism facilitates data reproduction without significant loss of information. Binary and 
analogue data is saved with a time resolution of up to 100 nanoseconds.

External programs can query the data stored in the Historian. This can be done either directly (one 
data entry per data change) or in a cumulative manner (average, minimum and maximum per time 
interval). 

Since configuration data can change during time, the RTAPLS Historian also saves the required 
configuration data. Every time that data is accessed on RTAPLS, these pieces of data will be made 
available according to the valid configuration data.

Image 4 : Principle of redundancy in RTAPLS
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Visualisation level

The RTAPLS visualisation level is 
based on the current SVG 
standard. Windows-based 
workstations serve as a  plat-
form for the visualisation level. 
Alternatively, the Linux opera-
ting system can be also used. 

For quick image display and 
updating times of < 1 second, 
the process image will be repli-
cated from the server to the 
client. The replication is opti-
mised to ensure a minimum 
load on the IT network and is 
largely independent from the 

number of workplaces. Special 
events can be documented via 
comments to the signals.

Pre-configured plant images 
can be accessed within the 
framework of the project 
planning. With the integrated 
editor and symbol library or by 
integrating external visualisa-
tion tools, new plant images can 
also be created and confi-gured. 

The integrated simulator 
permits the direct testing of the 
configured dynamics with their 
processing logic. Existing visua-
lisation systems can be connec-
ted via OPC, OLEDB or via the 
easily customisable SNS-
Skeleton.

Image 5 : Example of a plant display
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Report generator

The NIS reporting system that is 
integrated into the plant 
process computer system allows 
the evaluation of the data in 
complex reports and diagrams. 

Reports can be pre-configured 
so that upon requesting a 
report the user only has to enter 
parameters, such as the desired 
period of time, from a 
predefined list. 

The reports are based on Word 
templates and can contain fixed 
text blocks, simple tables and 
complex diagrams. Complex 

reports such as monthly reports 
or outage reports can be stored 
as fixed templates. A 
subsequent customisation or 
revision of the reports can be 
readily carried out with Word.

Using the report generator, the 
following capabilities are also 
available:
• Display of the documents on 

any desired workplace
• Full text search
• Automatic creation of  

cyclical reports and event 
activated reports

The integrated diagram builder 
can also be used independently 
and permits the display of pre-
configured diagrams – even 
with automatic updating. Data 
export to spreadsheet 
applications is supported

Image 6 : Evaluation example
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• Planning and supply of site-optimised solutions
• Integration of plant process computer systems 

into heterogeneous IT environments
• Employment of highly available and safety 

oriented systems 
• Utilisation of optimised industrial proven 

hardware components
• Project management / configuration 

management
• Project support during the planning and 

implementation of all types of information 
systems

Our Services and References

• Gundremmingen Nuclear Power Plant Units B 
and C (Germany)

• Mülheim-Kärlich Nuclear Power Plant 
(Germany)

• Krümmel Nuclear Power Plant (Germany)
• Kalinin III Nuclear Power Plant (Russia)
• Mühleberg Nuclear Power Plant (Switzerland)
• KSG Kraftwerks-Simulator-Gesellschaft 

(Germany)
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